August 27, 1994

Before the Killian Kick Off, the freshman class posed on the steps of Blg. 10 for its class photo. Taking the photo was Adam Lois from Panorama International, in West Newton, Mass.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

True Love Waits
A service celebrating our commitment to God and right relationships with others.
Get a good start to life at MIT.
Sunday, August 28 at 1:00 PM, the Chapel
Lunch on the lawn by the Chapel at 12:30 PM
Sponsored by the Baptist Chaplaincy (C3-2328) and the United Christian E/O

Donate Your Live Brain to Science!
well, for 15 minutes anyway... The Dept. of Brain & Cognitive Sciences seeks subjects whose first language is American English for exciting psychological research. Pays $3 for 15 minutes. Call Marie at 253-7599 or send email to lissa@mit.edu.

Donate Your Live Brain, Part II The Department of Brain & Cognitive Sciences seeks subjects with various linguistic backgrounds for experiments about all kinds of cool stuff that pay some amount of money for varying lengths of time. Send email to lisa@psyche.mit.edu for a questionnaire and details.

The Tech subscription rates:
$20 one year 3rd class mail ($37 two years); $55 one year 1st class mail ($105 two years); $60 one year air mail (Canada or Mexico or Conair Overseas); $140 one year air mail overseas; $190 one year MIT sail (2 years $18). Prepayment required.

TRUE LOVE WaITS
We take care of students, employees, and their families. That makes us very different from most university health services.

It means we're big enough to have a staff of over 200, providing care in more than 20 medical specialties, as well as full X-ray, diagnostic testing, and laboratory facilities.

24 Hour Urgent Care 253-1311 (voice, TDD)
Internal Medicine and Nurse Practitioner Appointments 253-4481 (voice, TDD)
Psychiatry Services 253-2916
Student Health Program 253-4371

MIT Medical

Confused about what's going on?
Just read The Tech.